Donaldson Delivers Clean Fuel Solutions™

Clean Diesel Filter Kits

Super-clean fuel in a single pass
On the farm, on the jobsite, or in the fleet, you need clean diesel to keep your vehicles and equipment running. Donaldson Clean Diesel Filter Kits ensure that your fuel is as clean as it needs to be with no hassle. You’ll be pumping worry-free diesel in minutes.

Even microscopic contamination can cause costly downtime, so we’ve designed a filtration system to capture contaminants in a single, efficient pass before they’re pumped into your equipment. No matter the size of your operation or your operating environment, there’s a kit to solve your fuel problems.

Donaldson Clean Fuel Solutions kits are easy to install on any fuel dispenser and come with everything needed to filter out the finest contaminants before they enter your equipment’s fuel system. Clean Fuel. Keep Running™

Simple to install. Easy to monitor.
With the Donaldson filter head, you’re just minutes away from efficient, effective protection. Step by step instructions are included. No special expertise needed.

- Spin-on design makes filter changes quick and easy
- Pressure gauge tells you when it’s time to change your filter
- Easily installed on any system
- O-ring seal designed for maximized efficiency and no leaks
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Clean Fuel.  Keep Running.™

Three easy-to-install kits.

X011448

**Standard**

Protect diesel engines, reduce maintenance costs and prevent premature engine failure with the Clean Diesel Filter Kit.

- For flow rates up to 65 GPM / 246 LPM
- Filters with unmatched efficiency in a single pass
- Recommended for all diesel and biodiesel blends
- Cleans fuel to meet ISO 14/13/11 rating for diesel

---

X011450

**High-Capacity**

Efficiently filter your high-flow delivery systems with minimal pressure drop with the Clean Diesel High-Capacity Filter Kit.

- For flow rates up to 125 GPM / 473 LPM
- Filters with unmatched efficiency in a single pass
- Recommended for all diesel and biodiesel blends
- Cleans fuel to meet ISO 14/13/11 rating for diesel

---

X011449

**Clean and Dry**

Remove fuel contaminants, stop water as it leaves the bulk tank, and provide extra protection for your fuel in storage with the Clean and Dry Diesel Filter Kit.

- For flow rates up to 50 GPM / 189 LPM
- Filters with unmatched efficiency in a single pass
- Stops water before it enters the vehicle’s fuel system
- Recommended for all diesel and biodiesel blends
- Cleans fuel to meet ISO 14/13/11 rating for diesel
- The Donaldson T.R.A.P. (Thermally Reactive Advanced Protection) breather protects the fuel in your bulk tank by stripping moisture and particulate from the incoming air, while allowing high flow of fluid into and out of the tank.